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Abstract—The increase in the photovoltaic generation on dis-

tribution grids may create problems, such as voltage-violations.
To gain situational awareness for system operation, e.g., adjusting
the tap-settings of the transformers or adjust capacitor banks,
utilities need situational awareness about locations and amounts
of photovoltaic powers being generated in different feeders.
Unfortunately, many utilities not only lack observability of the
distribution grid, e.g., no secondary grid schematics but also
have no situational awareness on which feeders solar panels
locate. To understand where the solar users are roughly, we
propose to use the feeder measurements from utilities with solar
panel measurements from third-party solar companies. Due to
the property of active correlation detection, we propose several
sequentially improved methods based on quantitative association
rule mining (QARM), where we also provide a lower bound for
performance guarantees based on the amount of available data
and the size of the bin for clustering. However, the binning of
data leads to information loss. So, we design a band to replace
bin for creating a new data mining approach for robustness.
We validate our result for the IEEE 4-, 8-, 123-, 8500-bus cases
with the Pecan-Street dataset, and also for the IEEE 123-bus
case under low/high penetration and with radial/weakly meshed
configurations. For realistic validation, we also obtain real data
from a utility and a solar power company in the same zip
codes in a city of California. Numerical results show accurate
associations of feeders and solar panels, leading to increased
situational awareness of the secondary distribution grids.

Index Terms—feeder detection, Quantitative Association Rule
Mining, SCADA data, solar PV data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The distribution system feeders were initially designed for
handling passive loads that do not generate any power of their
own. For example, the voltage regulation of the conventional
distribution feeders is kept simpler and cheaper than transmis-
sion feeders by assuming unidirectional flow of power.

If all PV systems in a distribution feeder could be identified,
the problem of overvoltages could be solved by adjusting
distribution transformer tap settings. However, there are many
cases that a utility does not know if there are solar users
on a feeder and how much solar energies can potentially
create reverse power flow. This causes a lack of situational
awareness, which is the root cause of many problems, in-
cluding overvoltages [1]–[5]. Existing solutions of controlling
voltage violations include reactive power-based (STATCON
and capacitors) and transformer-based. STATCON controls the
voltage by supplying or absorbing variable amount of reactive
power [6]–[8]. Also, capacitors are used to address voltage
violations [9]. Transformer-based solutions work by changing
the turns-ratio using tap-changer [10]–[12].

Moreover, without the knowledge of solar site affiliation
it becomes difficult to forecast the net load with behind-the-
meter solar generation. It is because the consumer load profile,
and solar generation profile have less correlation and therefore,
the variance of the net load increases. Another benefit is that,
by localizing PVs to different feeders, we can quickly do a

summation to obtain total generated PV power in the feeder.
However, the identification is hard since the utilities typically
lack the schematics of their secondary distribution circuits.

One way to provide such identification is by building the
monitoring structure for each distribution feeder similar to the
transmission feeders. However, such an approach is costly,
given the large number of distribution feeders a utility can
have. Another way to associate PV devices with feeders is by
topology Identification [13]–[16]. However, such an approach
requires the system to be fully observable or with limited
hidden nodes. Even worse, there are still places with analog
meters, and many poles and transformers are unobservable.
On the other hand, [17], [18] use smart meter data to estimate
the power generation from the behind-the-meter PV systems
to help utility for unit commitment and related operational
activities. However, their methods are not always applicable,
since many places do not have smart meters. [19] provides
insightful visualizations and analytics of unknown PV systems
for the utilities to estimate their power generation. Moreover,
[20] identifies PV systems using neural networks through
Google Satellite view images to help utilities identify unknown
power sources, still there could be many discontinued solar
users, and the true connection may be underground, making
Google Satellite approach prone to errors.

Luckily, the penetration of distributed energy resources
(DERs) brings advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and
resulting data into the system, allowing improved monitoring
and control [21]–[23]. Since the data are coming from different
entities in distribution grids, it is quite difficult to use a purely
physical law-based analysis to predict the solar generations
in the feeder. For example, a utility has its feeder SCADA
measurements. However, it may not have measurements from
the customer meters (analog), or the smart meters are not
coded to send voltage back due to band limit. On the other
side, third parties such as manufacturers of PV systems and
charging stations may have abundant measurements, such as
voltages for their own data analytics.

As our target is to associate the PV devices with feeders
without labels, we propose to use data mining methods, which
are flexible for problem setups [24]–[27]. And there do exist
previous and successful applications to power systems, such
as clustering [28]–[30], classification [31], [32], and data
visualization methods [33]–[35].

Therefore, we propose a class of association rule mining,
as utilities typically have fewer sensors in a distribution
system, leading to unobservability. But, as long as we have
the measurements at the feeder head and the solar site, the
association rule mining method will work, making it more
robust against data availability in the whole feeder system.
Specifically, the method embeds “IF-THEN” into the learning
process via frequent pattern mining [33], [34]. However, a
naive usage will convert the data into binary data, i.e., only two
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states for each variable, leading to information loss. Therefore,
we can propose to use more state, e.g., quantitative data for
enhancement, leading to quantitative-association-rule-mining
(QARM). Recent work on QARM uses hierarchical clustering
[36] to discover appropriate intervals, create a probabilistic
framewkr [37], combine different variables [38], and provide
sequential online execution [39].

Fundamentally, QARM employs the binning of the data into
equally sized intervals. However, the consumer voltages have
different profiles for time intervals along the day, due to load
variation. And, the real voltage profile does not have simple
Gaussian or Uniform distribution. Therefore, creating voltage
bins of equal voltage intervals reduces accuracy. Therefore, we
propose to improve QARM method with linear regression and
k-means algorithm to cluster the voltage data points and use
those clusters as bins for the ARM. After the association, we
localize the location of a solar PV system to a group of solar
nodes that belong to the same feeder. As there will always
be information loss based on the bin idea, there will always
be information loss. Additionally, the methods above can not
defend adversarial contamination of the input data, leading to
information loss. Therefore, we proposed a redesign to use
a band region rather than bin regions. Finally, we provide a
theoretical guarantee on the number of needed voltage samples
for QARM to perform well [40], leading to the confidence of
the application on the methods by system operators.

So far, all algorithms are based on binning data into intervals
for mining association rules. Such an interval based approach
is not suitable for power systems data since the datapoints
not lying in any of the intervals are neglected although they
contribute to the connectivity information. Moreover, binning
data will always result in information loss, in this paper
we proposed a framework that uses band approach rather
than binning. Such an approach is more robust to adversarial
contamination of the input data. Moreover, the bands create
intervals of data based on their contribution to the connectivity
information. Therefore, the datapoints are all treated equally.

Numerical experiments are carried out extensively on non-
standard and standard distribution testbeds. Some of the test
cases include IEEE 4-, 8-bus feeders, two 60-bus feeders with
triangular and meshed configurations, IEEE-123-bus test case
segmented into 3, 4, 5, and 6 sub-feeders, IEEE-123-bus test
case, under low and high penetrations of renewables, with
radial and weakly meshed configurations, and the IEEE-8500-
bus test case using Pecan-Street usage data. The results show
that the proposed method identifies the correct feeder for PV
systems with high accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
shows problem modeling. Section III presents association
rule mining. Section IV provides guarantees and applicabil-
ity. Section V gives toy examples. Section VI evaluates the
performance, and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM MODELLING

Fig. 1 shows the idea of the distribution grid and the
target of the paper, where we have databases from different
sources that can benefit each other. Our target is to find the
correspondence between the residential solar sites and the
feeder for situational awareness.

Utility’s Database

Solar Panel 
Company’s
Database

Feeder 1

Feeder 2
Combine Datasets using 

Data Mining Tools for
Information Discovery

Solar Panel’s
affiliation to 

different feeders

Fig. 1. The target of the paper: Locating residential solar sites for different
feeders by using integrated data sources.

A. Data Availability: Merging Data from different sources

Locating solar panels with feeder information via voltage
correlations may be hard as the voltage data may not be
available to the utility completely. Therefore, we propose to
use data from other sources to complement the utility data. We
can also obtain real solar data from a solar power company.

From our experience, we successfully obtain data from a
utility and a solar company in Santa Ana area of California.
Specifically, we have the utility data from the 12 kV feeders of
a substation. The information from the utility AMI is available
in a tabular form of large MDB (Microsoft Access) files. It
contains nodes’ information in the primary distribution hourly
averaged voltage values at the utility nodes, and the hourly
summed powers delivered to the secondary circuit at each of
the nodes. As it is real data from our partner utility, it consists
of some irregularities like temporary missing either voltage or
power information for some load spots, which were cleaned.

For PV measurements, we have instantaneous voltage and
power information from our solar partner, at a faster rate of
5 minutes. The partner provides data in the form of python
pickle files (.pkl), separately for each solar power site. It is
extracted using the Pandas module in Python. However, real
data usually contain many irregularities and we preprocessed
the data in below and the highlight is to deal with data issues
based on both data analytics and physical operations.

1) Data cleansing: To use data from different resources,
one needs to preprocess the real data before using it. So, we
sort and filter the data with dates by converting dates and times
from string to the time-stamp format. Also, since the data sets
are available in different time resolutions, we match their time
resolutions by filtering time-stamp. Finally, we match their
time-zones for different data sources.

2) Resolve the problem of voltage dips and correct graphs:
When we zoom a time-series plot into a scale of 2 days,
we observe sudden dips in the voltage measurements from
the solar power company. These measurements can cause
algorithmic issues, while comparing with the utility voltages.
From Fig. 2, we observe that these dips appear at the same
time daily. For example, we observe that the output voltage
of the inverter is halved or lessened after sunset and before
sunrise. However, this is the time when the panels produce
no power, and the inverters are turned off to save switching
losses. As these “incorrect” measurements interfere with our
results, we filter out the time-stamps between sunset sunrise.
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Fig. 2. A three-day plot of solar inverter output voltage vs. a utility-S node
voltage of the same locality is shown. We can observe a deep voltage dip,
which is not real as it covers the entire dark time. Data cleaning is required
to remove bad data like this.

B. Mathematical Modeling
Based on Fig. 1 and the data availability, we describe the

time series data set provided by voltage sensors from both the
utility substation and solar companies’ sensors as a foundation
for the proposed method in the next section. We assume M

feeders in the system and U buses. We use m to represent
the m

th feeder, where m 2 {1, · · · ,M}. Since the phases are
approximately balanced at the substation level, we assume the
utilities employ voltage sensing on a single phase only and
this can be adapted flexibly if needed. Let feeder voltages be
stored in a matrix VM 2 RN⇥M , N is the number of samples
in the data. Additionally, we have S PV modules connected
to the feeders at unknown points of connection with S < U .
And, s 2 {1, · · · , S}. The voltage data from the solar PV
company is assumed to be available in the matrix form VS 2
RN⇥S . The rows of VM and VS are ordered chronologically,
so their corresponding rows are measured at the same time
i 2 {1, · · · , N}.

• Problem: Identification of parent feeder for the PV sys-
tem.

• Given: Utility feeder voltage data VM and PV module
voltage data VS .

• Find: The many-to-one mapping rule f : s �! m

III. THE PROPOSED DATA MINING METHODS

A. Binary Quantitative Association Rule Mining (QARM)
We propose to use Association Rule Mining (ARM) for

locating the solar panel with feeders due to its direct appli-
cation of item associations and the theoretical guarantees. To
motivate the mathematical idea, we use a classic example to
illustrate the principles.

1) Principle of ARM: ARM has been used for finding the
relationship among the sales of items at a supermarket. For ex-
ample, if the sales of bread and butter are related [41], in case
of unavailability of one item, the sale of the related item will
also be reduced so, the shopkeeper might consider purchasing
less quantity of the related items. Consider a transactional
database. The set of items is I = {i1, i2, · · · , im}. Any
transaction is T ✓ I . Our dataset is the set of transactions
D = {T1, T2, · · · , Tk}. Since electrical energy transfer is
a transaction between consumer and utility, we can construct
a transactional database from the electrical data, which we
will show later. We define a function that gives the number
of transactions containing any set A in the database D as
frequency(A,D).

frequency(A,D)
.
= |{T 2 D|A ⇢ T}|. (1)

The first step is to find the groups of items appearing
frequently. A “frequent” group of items, called itemset, is
considered if only it appears in more than, say 25% of the
transactions. So, the threshold probability 25% is called the
minimum support, minSup. We described later why we chose
minSup as 25% for our solar localization problem. We define
support as the total number of transactions containing the set
A divided by the total number of transactions in the database
D.

support(A)
.
=

frequency(A,D)

|D| . (2)

ARM works on binary data, e.g., item purchased or not
purchased. In power systems, however, most of the data have
a continuous nature like phase voltage, phase current, and 3-
phase power. To convert continuous variables, we quantize
binary categorical variables per their medians, e.g., 0.5. For
example, we use the medians on voltage data from Pecan
Street, our partner utility, and our partner solar power com-
pany. As voltage variations are similar at buses that are directly
connected as compared to other buses, we use the ARM to
detect similar voltages for locating solar panels with feeders.

Once we have the categorized voltage database D and the
minimum support value minSup, we can find the frequent
itemsets. There are many methods available to speed up the
process of finding the frequent itemsets, such as the FP-growth
algorithm [42] and the apriori principle [41], [43], which states
that all subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent.
Thus, using the apriori principle, one can avoid the effort of
counting the transactions in the cases where any subset of a
proposed itemset is infrequent.

As a toy example, we describe the method below by using
the 7-bus system as an example.

• Generate candidates: in this step, we generate all pos-
sible combinations of bus voltages of length two, e.g.,
{bus2, bus3} and {bus2, bus7} called candidates.

• Prune candidates: Before counting the occurrences of
the two-element set in the dataset, we can use the apriori
principle and neglect a candidate if any of its subsets
are infrequent. This method is faster than scanning the
dataset.

• Compute “support” and filter candidates: The can-
didates that cleared the previous step are brought to this
step. Then, we count the number of occurrences for which
both variables are “high” simultaneously and compute
the support. Finally, we remove the candidates whose
support is lesser than minsup.

• Generate support matrix: A symmetric matrix is cre-
ated where both axes represent the system buses. The
support value of all the pairs of buses are written in
their respective cells. For each bus column, the connected
buses will have higher support than the unconnected
ones.

• Extraction of connectivity information From the sup-
port matrix, we extract a sub-support matrix where the
rows represent buses with PV systems, and the columns
represent buses. In the sub-support matrix, for each PV
system row, the column corresponding to the highest
support value represents the connected feeder.
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B. Multilevel Quantitative Association Rule Mining (QARM)
In binary association rule mining, the continuous variable

is quantized into only two values, e.g., “high” and “low”. To
compare if two waveforms are similar, we check if both are
high together and low together. Multilevel quantitative associa-
tion rule mining is the enhanced version in which continuous
variables are quantized into many levels. The range of the
continuous variable is appropriately divided into n unequal
intervals in such a way that the supports of the individual n
categorical variables are nearly equal. The support of a set of
continuous variables is obtained by calculating the supports

of their respective categorical variables and summing those
supports [43]. We implement 4, 8, 16, and 32 level QARM
for quantizing continuous variables in the numerical section.
The data durations we used are one day and one month.

Algorithm 1 Multilevel quantitative association rule mining
(QARM)

Input: Time-series of system bus voltages Vbus,t, n lev-
els.
Output: support matrix . Connection information
between system buses.

1: for any VbusA in the system do
2: for any VbusB in the system do
3: Sort in descending order VbusA

4: Initialize i = 1
5: for i <= n do
6: Obtain div = ( i⇥length

n )th element of VbusA ;
7: Create a boolean vector as VbusA < div

8: Repeat the same procedure for VbusB ;
9: Compute supporti of {VboolA , VboolB}

10: i = (i+ 1)
11: end for
12: support({VbusA , VbusB}) =

P
i supporti

13: end for
14: end for
15: Create support matrix . (as described in III-A, III-A1)
16: return support matrix . For each bus column,

the connected buses will have higher supports than the
non-connected buses.

C. K-means Clustering-based Multilevel QARM.
One weakness of the regular QARM method is that the

threshold is to simple, prone to error. For example, in distri-
bution systems, the power consumption and bus voltages vary
with the time of the day. Meanwhile, power consumption and
voltages can change across day and night due to behind-the-
meter solar power production. In multilevel association rule
mining, the data is quantized into n levels just by considering
that the number of points is the same in all the levels. If
instead, the k-means clustering algorithm is used to quantize
the continuous data by forming clusters of points, it can
generate better results. The problem, however, with clustering
is that the two continuous variables may not have overlapping
clusters. To solve this problem, we consider converting all the
points (Vbusm , Vbuss ) from two dimensions to one dimension
with the following formula max{Vbusm , Vbuss} and then

compute k-means clustering on the line. Doing so will create
overlapping clusters of both the variables Vbusm and Vbuss .
K-means clustering tends to partition the data into k clusters
C = {C1, C2, · · · , Ck} by minimizing the within-cluster sum
of squares. Therefore, we have an objective

argmin
C

kX

i=1

X

x✏Ci

kx � µk2 , (3)

where µi is the mean of points in Si. While this approach
based on K-means will improve the performance over regular
QARM, there are still limitations due to its assumption on data
points to lie around the linear fitted line for data (max{Vbusm ,
Vbuss},max{Vbusm , Vbuss}), which is not always true, which
will be shown in the numerical section in Fig. 7a.

D. Linear Regression and K-means Clustering-based Multi-
level QARM

To further improve the method, we notice that, we used
a line that comes across the origin to benchmark a line for
clustering. This is because, if a bus is connected near a solar-
powered home, the voltage level of this bus should be higher
than its neighboring buses. In this case, the previously chosen
line will produce errors. If instead, we compute a line that
depends on the two variables themselves, it will give better
results. Therefore, we compute a linear regression between
the two variables and then map all the points (Vbusm , Vbuss )
to this line of linear regression for generating linear clusters.
Mathematically, the line on which we map our bus voltages is
Vbusm = �(Vbuss) + ↵, where � is the slope of the line and
↵ is the y-intercept:

↵ = VbusA �m(VbusB ), � =

Pn
i=1 VbusA i ⇥ VbusB iPn

i=1 VbusB i
2 . (4)

The algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 Linear Regression and K-means clustering based
Multilevel QARM

Input : Time-series of system bus voltages Vbus,t.
Output: support matrix . Connection information
between system buses.

1: for any VbusA in the system do
2: for any VbusB in the system do
3: Compute linear regression VbusA = m(VbusB )+c;
4: Compute K-means linear clustering;
5: Compute support for each cluster;
6: support({VbusA , VbusB}) =

P
supportcluster

7: end for
8: end for
9: Create support matrix . as described in III-A

10: return support matrix . For each bus column,
the connected buses will have higher supports than the
non-connected buses.

The limitation with this approach is that the support value
for both connected buses and unconnected buses will increase.
So, it will be more difficult to differentiate the connected from
the unconnected buses, which can be seen in Fig. 9.
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E. L1 Regression and Principal Component Analysis based
Binning-less QARM

To further improve the algorithm, we noted that the methods
above all suffer from binning. For example, only the points
lying inside the joint intervals are considered. Therefore,
some datapoints that support the connectivity of PV module
with the feeder are discounted. But, not all datapoints are
treated equally. Therefore, we propose to use a band gap
around the L1 regression line, obtained by minimizing the
L1 residuals. This method solves an intrinsic problem in
quantitative association rule mining, which is the data discount
due to making intervals.

Band Gap = ↵ · S(Vbusm) · S(Vbuss),

where ↵ is a constant and S(Vbusi) is the sample standard
deviation of bus i voltage.

Moreover, our proposed algorithm is more robust against
adversarial contamination of the data. For example, if the
noise in feeder measurements is dependent on solar voltage
measurements, the traditional QARMs could not determine the
true feeder for the solar panels.

IV. THEORETICAL GUARANTEES AND APPLICABILITY

A. Guaranteed Accuracy

While our proposed data mining method has interpretations,
it is important to understand the guarantees, so that the system
operator can use the learning method with confidence. In many
cases, there needs to be a lower bound on the sample size to
guarantee a precision 1� ↵ and a recall 1� �. For example,
with limited memory, the operator needs a lower bound on
the sample size. From Eq. 2, frequency(A,D) of set A is a
binomial variable. Since |D| and frequency(A,D) are large,
we can use the central limit theorem.

support(A) ⇡ N
 
p(A),

s
p(A)(1� p(A)

|D|

!
,

where p(A) is the probability of set A and k is the unknown
threshold.

↵ =P (p(A) > k|H0 true)

↵ =P

0

@support(A)�minSupq
minSup·(1�minSup)

|D|

>
k �minSupq

minSup·(1�minSup)
|D|

1

A .

Therefore, given ↵, we obtain k under H0

k = minSup+ z↵ ·

s
minSup · (1�minSup)

|D| , (5)

where z↵ is the percentile of ↵. Similarly, given a set A under
H1, we obtain

k = p(A)� z� ·

s
p(A) · (1� p(A))

|D| , (6)

where p(A) is the true probability of A. By combining Eq. 5
and Eq. 6, we obtain a lower bound on the needed data points

for |D| [40] for a precision 1 � ↵ and a recall 1 � �, where
|D|low is
"
z� ·

p
p(A) · (1� p(A) + z↵ ·

p
minSup · (1�minSup)

p(A)�minSup

#2
.

B. Applicability on Meshed Systems
Our proposed algorithm works well for weak meshed net-

works. First, because our method is based on the correlation
of voltages between feeder trunk voltage and the PV system
voltage. In a meshed system can be represented by a connected
graph similar to the radial system and therefore the voltages
between neighboring buses will be similar to the feeder trunk
voltage. This will work well even if the feeder is lightly
meshed. Second, there is a theoretically proved lower bound
on the information

µ � 1� log(✓ ·minSup · (1�maxSup))� log nx

minSup · logmaxSup
,

where ✓ is the maximum interest threshold for the missing
quantitative association rules that one can tolerate, minSup is
the minimum support value, maxSup is the maximum support
value, and nx is the total number of timestamps where the two
voltages are present in the same bin. As we can see from here,
the bound is independent of whether the system is meshed or
radial but rather, it depends on the correlation.

C. Quantification of Information Loss due to Estimation
There are many sources of errors including the binning

process of voltage values. The information loss in estimation
of the true density distribution is referred as I(fV , bfV ), where
fV (v) is the true distribution and bfV (v) is the approximated
distribution. According to [44], the information loss is given
as

I(fV , bfV ) =
1

2
E

Z

⌦V

���fV (v)� bfV (v)
��� dv
�
. (7)

The information loss metric is half the expected value of
L1-norm between the original distribution fV (v) and its
estimate bfV (v). The information loss lies between 0 and
1. I(fV , bfV ) = 0 implies complete reconstruction and
I(fV , bfV ) = 1 implies no overlap in fV (v) and bfV (v).

V. TWO TOY EXAMPLES

As we discussed in the introduction to this chapter, an
application of using the voltage data from our partner solar
company along with data from our partner utility is to deter-
mine the physical connection between the solar panels and the
utility nodes.

A. 3-bus Test Feeder with Load Buses
The single line circuit diagram, shown in Fig. 3a, is used

to prove how the association rule mining works for detection
of the network electrical connections. The equivalent circuit
of Fig. 3a using short line model is shown in Fig. 3b. Let
the current drawn by the Loads 1, 2, and 3 be IL1 , IL2 ,
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(a) A 3-bus test feeder.

G1
Load 1

X01 X12 X231 2 3

Load 2 Load 3
(b) The equivalent model circuit for Fig.3a.

Fig. 3. A 3-node test feeder for association rule mining.

IL3 respectively. Since it is a linear circuit, we can use the
superposition principle to see the effect of one load at a time.
By considering Load 1 only and applying KVL to the circuit
in Fig. 3b, we obtain V1 = E � IL1 ⇥X01. Since no current
flows from bus1 to bus2 and bus3, there is no voltage drop
across X12 and X23. So, V3 = V2 = V1 = E � IL1 ⇥ X01.

We can see that IL1 causes all bus voltages to vary similarly.
Similarly, by considering only Load 2 and applying KVL

to the circuit in Fig. 3b, we obtain V1 = E � IL2 ⇥X01, and
V2 = V1�IL2⇥X12. Since no current flows from bus2 to bus3,
no voltage drop across X23. Therefore, V3 = V2. We can see
from the previous equations that IL2 causes the difference in
V1 and V2. Similarly by considering only Load 3 and applying
KVL to the circuit in Fig. 3b, we obtain V1 = E�IL3 ⇥X01,

V2 = V1 � IL3 ⇥ X12, and V3 = V2 � IL3 ⇥ X23. So, we
can see that IL3 causes difference of voltages across all the
three buses. Once we obtain the voltage curves of the three
buses under the action of loads, we can use the association rule
mining. These equations show us that (V1 and V3) will be more
different as compared to (V1 and V2) or (V2 and V3). So, V1,
V2, and V3 are converted to binary (True/False) quantities by
comparing them with their respective medians. Next, the ARM
groups them based on their support metric values. support
of a set {Vi, Vj} is defined in Eq. 2 as support({Vi, Vj})

.
= x

x =
Count of the ANDED True values of {Vi, Vj}

Total number of timestamps
.

Since adjacent nodes have similar voltage profiles to each
other, we can expect them to be True together and so they
form a group with a high support. This example shows
that our proposed algorithm can even detect the associated
relationship between the feeders and a load bus.
B. PV System Toy Example

Consider the system of Fig. 4. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage
law (KVL) to the system of Fig. 4 yields

V1 = V2 + z12 · I12. (8)

If z12 is negligible, for a nominal value of current I12, V1

and V2 will approximately be the same. Using this principle,
we can find the nodes that are directly connected to each
other. This is because they will have a lower impedance z

between them, as compared to other nodes that are not directly
connected.

Since we have the two datasets from different sources, they
do not have the same features. The dataset from the utility,
contains hourly averaged voltages while, the dataset from

External 
System 

I

External 
System

II

V1 I12

z12

V2

Fig. 4. Two system buses are connected by a line with series impedance, z12.
The impedance z12 is assumed to be constant. V1 and V2 are the voltages at
the two buses respectively. I12 is the current flowing from bus1 to bus2.

the solar power company provides the instantaneous value of
voltage at a time-step of 5 minutes. Therefore, we need to
determine whether average voltages are useful. Eq. 8 is valid
for the instantaneous voltage. So, let us consider the same
system as shown in Fig. 4. Assume we have a measurement
every 5 minutes, then we have n = 12 measurements per
hour. By applying the expectation value operator on Eq. 8 and
simplifying, we get V 1n = V 2n + z12 · I12n, where V 1n and
V 2n represent the hourly average voltages of bus1 and bus2

respectively and I12n represents the hourly average value of
the current I12. Hence, we can see from the last equation that
if z12 is negligible, V 1n will approximately equal V 2n.

However, it is better to use instantaneous values rather than
average values to identify the parent feeder for PV systems.
This is because average values have a lower variance than
instantaneous values. By applying the variance operator on
Eq. 8, we get V ar(V1 � V2) = z

2
12 · V ar(I12). Now applying

the variance operator on the equation for average values, we
get V ar(V 1n � V 2n) = z2

12·V ar(I12)
n . Therefore, we can see

that using the average voltages, the variance reduces by n

times. This means it is more difficult to determine the correct
feeder for the PV system as the values will tend to be more
similar as n increases.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To validate our results, we have concrete results from the
real data. However, due to privacy issue, we will use the
simulated data and real data for illustration purpose, which
has a similar performance.

A. Generate Data Using OpenDSS
To make our analysis more realistic and efficient, we

use Python scikit-learn libraries and OpenDSSDirect, where
OpenDSS is a comprehensive simulation tool for distribution
systems, supporting nearly all analyses for distribution sys-
tems. We conduct extensive simulations, on IEEE 4-, 8-, 123-,
8500-bus systems. To increase the complexity of the system,
we also create a branch and form the 2-feeder 7-bus test system
as shown in Fig. 5a. We also illustrate one setup for IEEE-123
case in Fig. 5b and one setup for IEEE-8500 case in Fig. 5c.

The load data are coming from our utility parter and from
Pecan Street data and the solar power company data are also
obtained in the same zipcodes. For example, we simulate data
over standard IEEE test cases with Pecan Street data consisting
of consumption measurements of more than 600 homes with
load data for entire September 2015 with a resolution of
15 minutes from Pecan Street. Using OpenDSSdirect, the
load profiles are randomly selected in the same zipcodes and
plugged into the test system. Therefore, we test the algorithms
multiple times on randomly selected load data from Pecan
Street.
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(a) 7-bus test system with 7 load profiles.
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(b) IEEE 123-bus system in two parts with five PV systems.

(c) IEEE 8500-bus meshed feeder split into two feeders, with five PV systems.
Fig. 5. Different and extensive testing systems.

B. Validate Algorithmic Property in Data Domain

We first analyze the 8-level Quantitive Association Rule
Mining (QARM) on the system shown in Fig. 5a for veri-
fication of its algorithmic property. Recall that First, bins for
QARM were created based on the principle of equal weight,
i.e., the same number of points in each bin. For validation, let
us consider bus 3. We expect bus3 to have a higher support

value for the root node of its feeder (bus2) as compared to the
root node of another feeder (bus6). The support values of bus3
with respect to all other buses are shown in Fig. 6b. Here, we
can see that the support values for bus3 is higher for bus2

as compared to bus6, since bus6 is the root node of another
feeder. Similarly, for any bus, we can associate it with the

correct feeder, based on the voltage profile of this node and
the root node, shown in Fig. 6a, generated from the support
values of the pairs of buses by mapping a color map to the
support values and the support values are calculated based on
Eq. 2. Therefore, from Fig. 6b, we can conclude that bus3 is
connected to the feeder with root at bus2 by maximizing the
support value with respect to bus2 and bus6.

(a) Heat map of the support values.

(b) Line chart of the support values of bus3 with other
buses calculated through the 8-level QARM method.

Fig. 6. Two analyses of support values.
After understanding the heat map and line chart of support

values for regular QARM, it is time to investigate if the data
will be associated better in the three new methods proposed
after QARM in Section III.

• Fig. 7a shows the first improvement on K-means
clustering-based multilevel QARM when compared to
QARM. While we can see that the data are clustered
with uneven bins, we can observe scatter plot of L-shaped
clustered bus voltages, due to the operation of maximiza-
tion and the mapping from two dimensional space to
one dimensional space. Such operations create bias in
L-shape, which will incorrectly associate buses although
most of the data points do not lie in the intersection of
the two corresponding bins. In such a cast, bus2 and bus8

have lower support value, making incorrect association,
while the truth is that the two buses are not neighboring
buses.

• Fig. 7c shows the second improvement by conducting
linear regress on the data point and create bins according
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(a) K-means clustering-based multilevel QARM

(b) Linear Regression and K-means Clustering-
based Multilevel QARM when a solar panel is
not on a feeder.

(c) Linear regression and K-means clustering-
based multilevel QARM when the solar panel is
on a feeder.

(d) Colored bins for Fig. 7c

(e) L1 Regression and Principal Component
Analysis based Binning-less QARM

Fig. 7. Comparison of three proposed methods in the 7-bus system.

to the mapped result on the linear line. When two buses
are not on the same feeder, the association rule will make
the span of points to be wide, as shown in Fig. 7b. When
two buses are on the same feeder, e.g., bus3 and bus4
in Fig. 7c, the algorithm has good representation of the
associated relationship in small bins.

• In order to see the problem of method above, we show
the colored bin of Fig. 7c in Fig. 7d. Clearly, shaded
yellow area shows uneven band towards the middle line,
creating bias to the algorithm. In Fig. 7e, we show the
last algorithm and the best algorithm we proposed in the
paper, where we can see a band that characterizes the
association relationship consistently, creating good result
in the error domain in the next subsection.
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(a) Error number v.s. different methods

(b) The errors of prediction are plotted with respect to
the count of the solar power company sites.

Fig. 8. Error domain analysis.

C. Accuracy Comparison and Benchmark
1) Results of 7-bus tests: After analyzing in the data do-

main, we will investigate the performance in the error domain
in this subsection. In particular, we show accuracy with
extensive tests of our methods. For example, Fig. 8a shows
the error for the system of 7 bus system, and the accuracy is
100% even with the QARM. For the linear regression-based
QARM method, if the slope of the regression line is close
to a horizontal or vertical line, the reflected clusters will be
irregular, shown in Fig. 7b, where the regression line is close to
horizontal. And, all the reflected cluster boundaries lie between
4.5kV and 5kV , which do not consider the actual spread of
the data on the y-axis. On the other side, in Multilevel QARM,
this error does not occur since we bin both axes separately.
This explains the high accuracy.

After testing with simulated data, we test our 4-level QARM
algorithm tested on data from our utility partner and solar
partner company to match the solar panels with their supplying
feeders. Two nodes from neighboring feeders, feeder A and
feeder T, were used; one node is with six solar sites and the
other node is without any nearby solar site, and Fig. 8b shows
the accuracy. The x-axis is the number of solar power company
sites whose data was used and the y-axis is the accuracy of the
prediction. From the figure, we can see that the method can
also be applied to feeders with high penetration of renewable
energy. It is because the accuracy does not have an inverse
relation with the count of the solar power company sites.

2) Results of 123-bus tests: We also tested our algorithms
on the IEEE-123 bus system with 100% accuracy, where
Fig. 5b shows one setup on how we divided the IEEE 123-bus
feeder into 2 feeders. In such a case, we attach 3 PV systems
to the left feeder at buses 32, 43, 56, and we connect 2 PV
systems to the right feeder at buses 102 and 123. The results,
as we see, are 100% correct according to Table I, because
PV systems have higher support values for the feeder they are
connected to and vice versa. Also, the table shows robustness
of the algorithm, because the correct connections have support
values that are very close to the maximum of 0.5. Moreover,
the incorrect connections have support values that are very
close to the minimum of 0.25. This is because two exactly
similar voltage profiles will have a support value of 0.5, and
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(a) Comparison of the accuracies of our proposed method with
famous statistics and machine learning methods.

(b) Comparison of the accuracies of our proposed method with
a famous topology identification method.

Fig. 9. Comparison with other common data mining methods and some
recent method [45].
two completely independent voltage profiles have a support

value of 0.25.

TABLE I
MULTILEVEL QARM FOR THE 123-BUS SYSTEM IN FIG. 5B.

support PV PV PV PV PV
values system system system system system

A-1 B-1 C-1 D-2 E-2

feeder 1 0.498 0.498 0.498 0.25 0.251

feeder 2 0.252 0.252 0.252 0.5 0.499

To compare the proposed methods with data mining meth-
ods, we plot Fig. 9a, where we compare the QARM methods,
with Pearson correlation method, mutual information-based
method, and k-means clustering methods. From this figure,
we can see that the proposed approach is always the best.
Similarly, we also compare the proposed approach in a differ-
ent data sets against a recent paper. The performance of the
proposed method in Fig. 9b.

3) Results of 8500-bus tests: The 8500-Bus feeder, shown
in Fig. 5c, was introduced in 2010. It is derived from a real
distribution circuit in the United States. Some parameters of
the original circuit are changed to make it more interesting.
The purpose of this test case was for researchers to be able
to determine if their algorithms can scale up and show good
results on large systems. The circuit contains 170 km of
MV primary. The longest distance between feeder and the
substation is 17 km.

For our experimental setup, we divided the network into
two feeders. Five PV systems were added to various nodes as
shown in Table II with two PV systems in feeder A, while
three PV systems in feeder B. Table II shows the results of
our method on the IEEE 8500-Bus system. As it can be seen,
we get 80% accuracy on large system, which is good enough
for situational awareness per area.

After obtaining the successful results of finding the solar
panels’ connections using simulated voltage data, our next step

TABLE II
ACCURACY OF USING MULTILEVEL QARM FOR THE 8500-BUS SYSTEM

IN FIG. 5C

PV systems Buses # Feeder A B Result

PV system B 1 I2948732.2 (B) 0.004 0.0132 B
PV system B 2 18242 (B) 0.0853 0.0879 B
PV system B 3 I2948732.2 (B) 0.1873 0.0861 A

PV system A 4 I3122813.1 (A) 0.3619 0.0066 A
PV system A 5 I2691959 (A) 0.2663 0.0112 A

is to determine the solar panels’ connections using the real
voltage data from utility-S and the solar power company.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACY OF MULTILEVEL QARM IN SIMULATED

DATA AND REAL SYSTEM DATA

System Accuracy

IEEE 123-bus feeder 100%
Utility feeder in North Western region 100%
Utility feeder in Southern region 100%

D. Performance Guarantees and Applicability

1) Lower bound on information content of association
rules: Section IV-B presents a lower bound on the minimum
interest measure µ based on the minSup. In Fig. 10a, it
is shown that the lower bound interest measure depends on
minSup and it is a non decreasing function of minSup.
Higher minSup threshold suggests there will be lesser fre-
quent itemsets with higher support value, hence lower bound
on µ is also higher.

(a) Theoretical minimum threshold for the minimum
interest measure of the binary QARM in identifying the
association rules.

(b) The behaivior of information loss with the number of
data points by assuming constant perturbation.

Fig. 10. Performance measure and information loss.

2) Quantification of information loss due to estimation:
Based on Section IV-C, the information loss for QARM, under
the assumption of constant perturbation is shown in Fig. 10b.
We observe that greater number of voltage samples greatly
reduces Information Loss due to binning estimation, but it
does not reach zero information loss.
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3) Applicability to different renewable penetration levels:
In addition, we validated also in high penetration of PV.
For example, we validate our proposed method under 100%
penetration of PV. We integrate 28 PV modules, with two
high power modules. With such situational awareness, better
scheduling of transformer tap setting or capacitor bank adjust-
ment is possible. This will greatly boost the performance of
the system, bringing a higher renewable penetration.

4) Applicability to meshed systems: We perform extensive
validation to cover many of the scenarios in real world. For
example, a distribution feeder may not be exactly radial. As
Section IV-B claims that our method works well in weakly
meshed networks, so we validate it extensively and will show
the result in IEEE 123- and 8500-bus systems. For example,
in one case of IEEE 123 test feeder, we add two lines for
weakly meshed structure. Specifically, we add the lines from
bus 78 to bus 103 and from bus 40 to bus 44. The algorithm
still works well as seen from the table below.

TABLE IV
THE SUPPORT VALUES OF PV SYSTEMS AND FEEDERS, WHERE ALL PV

SYSTEMS WITH SUFFIX I ARE IN FEEDER I

support PV PV PV PV PV
values system system system system system

A-1 B-1 C-1 D-2 E-2

feeder 1 0.497 0.497 0.497 0.254 0.255
feeder 2 0.254 0.253 0.254 0.5 0.499

For more extensive validation, we validate our method on
IEEE-123 system with highly meshed system, e.g., triangle
systems. Additionally, we also validated our algorithm on
many feeder shapes e.g., long feeders, broad feeders, loopy
system, and radial system, summarized in Table V with good
performance. Moreover, we randomly segment the system into
three pieces, four pieces, five pieces, and six pieces, etc.
Finally, we validated our algorithm on many representative
load profiles from real data. For example, [46], [47], [48]
presented three representative load patterns and we randomly
select a load profile for all loads. Our algorithm gives robust
results in Table V.

TABLE V
MULTILEVEL QARM ON DIVERSIFIED TEST SCENARIOS.

Test Scenarios Accuracy

IEEE-123- segmented into three sub-feeders 100%
IEEE-123- segmented into four sub-feeders 100%
IEEE-123- segmented into five sub-feeders 94%
IEEE-123- segmented into six sub-feeders 89%
Two 60-node triangular systems 100%
Two 60-node meshed systems 100%
Two 60-node long feeders 87%
Two 60-node broad feeders 100%
IEEE-123- with three representative load profiles 82%

VII. CONCLUSION

Electric utility employs a fewer number of sensors in the
low-voltage distribution system as compared to the high-
voltage transmission systems. This causes unobservability in
the distribution system. Motivated by the industrial needs,

we use solar data from other sources to complement the
utility’s own data for solar panal localization with respect
to the feeders. For such a purpose, we propose sequentially
several methods for improving Quantitative association rule
mining (QARM). Additinoally, we provide theoretical guaran-
tees and robustness analysis. Extensive validation shows that
the proposed methods are highly accurate to inform system
operator on how solar panels affiliate with different feeders.
Such information adds situational awareness, better scheduling
of transformer tap setting, and transformer upgrades, leading
to higher renewable penetration.
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